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I am the oldest of four kids in my family. My younger brother, Trey, was 
born four years after me. When I was 18, my dad and his wife Linda got 
together, and she brought to the relationship Ginger, who is four years 
younger than Trey, and Dustin, four years younger than Gin. Four 
stair-step kids. 
 
My bio younger brother Trey and I had our own dynamic, but in those 
early days he was living with our mom, so I remember the oddness of 
coming home from college and finding a little kid around the house; 
Dusty was about 6 then, and he was this tow-headed boy with the 
biggest grin I’ve ever seen, a scrawny little thing who always seemed to 
be laughing. That’s the image I have in my mind of him - Dusty, shirtless 
and scrawny, wet and usually muddy -- running around in the sun. 
 
Loving Dusty was its own unique experience. He’s the only person in 
my life I’ve ever named a pet after. We shared home life details - his 
mom, my dad, the house that was home for all of us even though I never 
really lived there again once I left for college. So we were family, but 
not super close. It was a gentle, familiar, but easy kind of loving - 
separated by both age and distance. 
 
The Dalai Lama says, in an article he called “Our Need for Love:” 
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“Interdependence, of course, is a fundamental law of nature. Not 
only higher forms of life, but also many of the smallest insects are 
social beings who, without any religion, law, or education, survive 
by mutual cooperation based on an innate recognition of their 
interconnectedness. The most subtle level of material phenomena 
is also governed by interdependence. In fact, all phenomena—be 
they from the oceans, the clouds, or the forests that surround 
us—arise in dependence upon subtle patterns of energy. Without 
their proper interaction, they dissolve and decay. 

It is because our own human existence is so dependent on the 
help of others that our need for love lies at the very foundation of 
our existence. Therefore, we need a genuine sense of 
responsibility and a sincere concern for the welfare of others.”1 

Recognizing the need to live for something beyond just ourselves is the 
root of spiritual awakening; it is the call to justice; it is, for many people, 
the name of God. At the same time, it is also the most varied yet 
meaningful of human interactions: it is what binds lovers, gives birth to 
children, encircles us with the arms of friends in days both happy and 
sad. We call all of this love. You’ve heard the lexicon: agape, eros, 
phileo, storge. In ways both subtle and strong, our need for love and 
connection encompasses our every day, in ways we often don’t 
recognize. In a recent article in the Atlantic, Amanda Mull writes about 
this in an unusual way. The pandemic, she says, has robbed most of us 
of an entire vital set of connections, some we did not even know we 
need: 

1 The Dalai Lama: https://www.healyourlife.com/our-need-for-love 
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“American culture does not have many words to describe 
different levels or types of friendship, but for our purposes, 
sociology does provide a useful concept: weak ties. The term was 
coined in 1973 by the Stanford sociologist Mark Granovetter, and 
it comprises acquaintances, people you see infrequently, and near 
strangers with whom you share some familiarity. They’re the 
people on the periphery of your life—the guy who’s always at the 
gym at the same time as you, the barista who starts making your 
usual order while you’re still at the back of the line, the co-worker 
from another department with whom you make small talk on the 
elevator. They’re also people you might have never directly met, 
but you share something important in common—you go to the 
same concerts, or live in the same neighborhood and frequent the 
same local businesses. You might not consider all of your weak 
ties friends, at least in the common use of the word, but they’re 
often people with whom you’re friendly. Most people are familiar 
with the idea of an inner circle; Granovetter posited that we also 
have an outer circle, vital to our social health in its own 
ways….Granovetter’s research led him to a conclusion that was at 
the time groundbreaking and is still, to many people, 
counterintuitive: Casual friends and acquaintances can be as 
important to well-being as family, romantic partners, and your 
closest friends.”2 

Just as we often don’t realize the essential importance of the 
connections between the fungi that connects the trees which provide 
us oxygen, or the full interior life of the animals we call “pets,” so, too, 
do we often misunderstand how important we are, all to all. Even the 
2 Mull, Amanda. “The Pandemic Has Erased Entire Categories of Friendship.” 
https://www.theatlantic.com/health/archive/2021/01/pandemic-goodbye-casual-friends/617839 
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busker you often saw on your morning commute, or the woman you see 
walking her dog every Saturday...we are caught, as Martin Luther King 
said, in an inescapable web of mutuality. And we need one another. 

I moved away from Greenville well over 25 years ago, and my younger 
brother Dusty stayed for many years. He didn’t go to college. On his 
father’s side, he’s part of a huge, sprawling family - one I knew well even 
before I knew Dusty, because I dated his dad’s youngest brother, when 
we were both in high school. That was well before my dad and Linda 
met, but that sprawling family brought Dusty into the kind of “family 
business:” being cooks, sous-chefs and even chefs in golf clubs or resort 
restaurants. Dusty joined the other men in his family, and became good 
at what he did. In time, the work allowed him to travel -- he made a 
kind of chef’s tour, working at different resorts. This past week, that 
work took him, oddly enough, to Wyoming - a place I know well, but do 
not love. Now I have even less reason to love it. Dusty, who had covid a 
few months back, had a few drinks, was enjoying a hot springs 
experience, and died suddenly. He was 41 years old.  

Like the pandemic has taught us, loss teaches us what was important, 
even when we do not recognize it. I loved my bonus little brother, and 
liked the grown man who, though I saw him infrequently, had replaced 
that gawky kid. He still laughed a lot, and we all share - his side and my 
own - a perhaps too-vigorous love of food. The shock of his missing 
place, even in life here in NYC where he has never been, aches. We are 
all living with that ache -- the ache of people we’ve truly lost, but also 
the more hidden ache of so many connections that were abruptly 
snatched from us...the tendrils of relationship that hold us firmly in the 
weaving of life that sustains us.  
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Here’s something you should know: with the hope of the vaccine 
reshaping the horizons of our lives, giving us reason to lean into hope 
that perhaps we can see the light at the end of the tunnel -- that 
actually can make being patient and forbearing with the demands of 
quarantine and caution more difficult. The long slog wears on us. So be 
as compassionate with yourself and others as possible. We are all 
suffering in deep ways, longing for each other much more than we are 
even aware. 

In her article, Amanda Mull also notes:  

“If the best historical analogue for the coronavirus outbreak is the 
1918 flu pandemic, the Roaring ’20s suggest we’ll indulge in some 
wild parties. In any case, Rawlins doubts that many of the 
moderate and weak ties people lost touch with in the past year 
will be hurt that they didn’t get many check-in texts. Mostly, he 
predicts, people will just be so happy to see one another again. 

All of the researchers I spoke with were hopeful that this 
extended pause would give people a deeper understanding of just 
how vital friendships of all types are to our well-being, and how all 
the people around us contribute to our lives—even if they occupy 
positions that the country’s culture doesn’t respect very much, 
such as service workers or store clerks. “My hope is that people 
will realize that there’s more people in their social networks that 
matter and provide some kind of value than just those few people 
that you spend time with, and have probably managed to keep up 
with during the break,” Sandstrom said. America, even before the 
pandemic, was a lonely country. It doesn’t have to be. The end of 
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our isolation could be the beginning of some beautiful 
friendships.” 

On this day, devoted to love, I hope you will take the time to think with 
appreciation and affection on all of the ties, loose or close, distant or 
vital, that weave you into the fabric of our human community. I wish for 
you the joy of rediscovering all the many “whos” who fill the world 
around you, and that you know that you matter, deeply, to far more 
people than you may know. And I look forward, one of these days in the 
not-too-distant future, to having a Coke with you. Amen, ashe, blessed 
be.  
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